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Study into the Synergy of Programming Methods 

Rik van Geldrop 

15 January 1993 

Abstract 

Imperative programs can be derived using methods like stepwise refinement, but 
they do not lend themselves very well to transformational programming. The Bird
Meertens approach offers a powerful transformation calculus for functional programs, 
but it pays little or no attention to imperative algorithms. In this paper we will show 
how the two approaches can be combined by giving a transformational derivation 
of some efficient and practical imperative programs, viz. the Aho-Corasick string 
pattern matching algorithms 
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1. Introduction 

In Hoare's "An axiomatic basis for computer programming", [13], and Dijkstra's "A Dis
cipline of Programminr/', [9], the basis is laid for a dominant method in imperative pro
gramming, see also [10, 14]. This method - with a strong heuristic component based on 
Hoare logic and stepwise refinement - is directed towards the derivation of efficient non
deterministic programs over an arbitrary datatype. For a transformational approach to 
programming however, the method is less appropriate because the programs are not (yet) 
equipped with a sufficiently rich algebraic structure fit for manipulation. 

The Bird-Meertens formalism (BMF) is a method for functional programming [4, 3, 17]. 
In this method - based on equational reasoning within manipulatively attractive algebraic 
structures - functional expressions are transformed into efficient deterministic programs 
over a restricted class of datatypes. The main objective of BMF is to develop theorems 
about solutions of several problem classes. 

Imperative programming and BMF are engaged in different machine levels. Imperative 
programs are more efficiently executable on present-day hardware than functional ones, 
but for transformational algorithm derivation however, BMF is preferable because of its 
algebraic laws. The goal of this paper is to have the best of both worlds: use BMF in 
favour of the derivation of efficient imperative programs. This combination of methods 
will be achieved as follows. We start from a trivially correct functional specification and 
transform this via BMF laws to an efficient functional program. reflecting the structure 
of the solution. If an appropriate functional program is obtained, we have arrived at a 
point where implementation details are inevitable and we will continue the derivation in 
an imperative style. To aid the understanding of this swap, we developed some conversions 
from functional to imperative level. We will illustrate the cooperative action of methods in 
a derivation for the pattern matching algorithms of Aho-Corasick. More precisely, we will 
derive two algorithms which occur in [1]: Algorithm 1 and its adaption as outlined there 
in chapter 6. (In the sequel, we shall refer to these Aho-Corasick algorithms as AC-FAIL 
and AC-OPT respectively.) 

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we start with some essential ingredients of 
BMF, their use and conversions to imperative components. Afterwards, in section 3, the 
pattern matching problem is specified and some necessary formal language properties are 
given. The derivation in view is subject of section 4. Finally, in section 5, we summarize 
our results and give some conclusions. Appendix A contains a summary of BMF and its 
problem specific extensions, while several other details and proofs are added in Appendix 
B. For the sake of convenience we mention that the laws and the lemmas to which IS 

referred to in this paper can be found in Appendix A and Appendix B respectively. 

2. The Method 

In the forthcoming derivation we combined two methodologies: BMF and imperative pro-
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gramming. Imperative programming is supposed to be well-known, so we only highlight the 
essential BMF notions and their relationship with imperative programming. The reader 
who is familiar with these subjects may skip this section, the laws and the lemmas used in 
the derivation are summarized in the appendices. 
The BMF method is built around data types and their data structure preserving functions 
(homomorphisms). If a is an initial datatype, then there is a unique homomorphism from a 
to each datatype of the same kind. These homomorphisms (called catamorphisms in BMF) 
can be defined via a unique extension property (UEP). UEP provides BMF with important 
laws, fusion being one of them. Fusion is an example of a structure depending law. Struc
ture independent laws are supplied by operators on functions, e.g. composition, function 
tupling and projection. Many BMF laws state the equality of functional expressions (so 
they are perfect for equational reasoning) and in some of them well-known programming 
techniques are made explicit (divide and conquer is represented by functional composition, 
e.g. in rewriting f as g 0 h, if f= g 0 h, and promotion and tupling are captured in law 2 
and law 7 respectively). 

To apply BMF to a problem, one has to fix a suitable datatype and model the problem 
components in functions in order to find a specification in the form of a functional expres
sion. Using the laws, this expression can be transformed yielding a BMF derivation. How 
such a derivation can be directed towards an efficient functional program, will be explained 
now. 

Typically, catamorphisms are functions which may occur in (the definition part of) func
tional programs. One speaks of: catamorphisms are programs. Not every function over 
an initial datatype is a catamorphism, but there is a uniform way to extend a function to 
a catamorphic form: tupling with the identity function, [18]. In this sense one can speak 
of: each (primitive recursive) function over an initial datatype gives rise to a functional 
program via catamorphisms. The relative costs of functional programs can be calculated, 
if the existence of some set of atomic operators for the type is assumed. BMF [16] takes 
this view on efficiency by stating that the efficiency of a cat amorphism is determined by 
the operators involved in the constructions of its definition. (Evidently, replacing operators 
by cheaper ones is one of their improving strategies.) 

From the previous it will be clear that many (deterministic) problems over an initial 
datatype can be specified by catamorphisms and that derivations with a catamorphism 
as starting point may be directed towards an efficient functional program using the com
mon efficiency strategies as divide and conquer, tupling and promotion. 

After this global description of BMF, we will illustrate some of its components for a 
datatype which is used in the forthcoming derivation: the free monoid over (alphabet) 
V. Its definition and a list of relevant properties and notions is given in Appendix A. The 
free monoid over V, denoted by (V*, -It- , [D, is an initial datatype and its data struc
ture preserving functions ("join-list" catamorphisms) are monoid morphisms. Consider the 
following functions over V* (for the definitions, see Appendix A) 
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map If f : V --+ a, then f* : V* --+ a* is such that 

f*([al' ... ' a,.]) = [f(al)' ... ' f(an)] 

filter If p : V --+ lB , then p<l : V* --+ V* is such that 

reduce 

p<l([])=[] 

p<l (x -tt- [a]) = { p <l (x)-tt- [a] 
p <l (x) 

if p(a) 
otherwise 

If Ell an associative binary operator on a with unit Iffi, then 
Ell / : a* --+ a is such that 

EIl/([a},a2, ... , a,.]) = al EEl a2···EEl an 

left-reduce If EEl: a X V --+ a and e : a, then (Ell + e) : V* --+ a such that 

(Ell +e)([])=e 
(Ell + e)([al,a2, ... ,an] = (((e Ell al) Ell a2) ... ) Ell a,. 

Map, filter and reduce are "join-list" catamorphisms, while left-reduce is not. 
V* can also be equipped with a "cons-list" and a "snoc-list" structure. The difference 
between a "cons-list" (respectively "snoc-list") and a monoid structure on V* concerns 
their binary operators and can informally be explained as follows: in the monoid structure 
on V* the operator -tt- is defined for each pair (Xl' X2) of finite lists over V, while in a "cons
list" (respectively "snoc-list") structure this operator is only defined if Xl (respectively X2) 
is a singleton list. Clearly, the monoid structure is richer than that of "cons-list" and 
"snoc-list". If we look at the functions above in a "snoc-list" structure on V*, then we see 
that 
map, filter, reduce and left-reduce are "snoc-list" catamorphisms. 

The UEP for "join-list" catamorphisms (law 0) states that each h : (V*, -tt- , [ ]) --+ ((3, Ell, 
Iffi) is the unique extension of some function f to V*. Although it is not stated explicitly, 
it is not difficult to infer that 

f: V --+ (3 is such that f(a) = h([a]) 

A UEP definition for map, filter and reduce is then 

I.e. 

f* = -tt- / g* 
p<l = -tt- / fp * 
EIl/ = EIl/ 1* 

where g(a) = [f(a)] 
where fp(a) = (p(a) --+ [a], []) 
where I is the identity function on V 

f* is the unique extension of g to V* 
p<l is the unique extension of fp to V* 
Ell / is the unique extension of I to V* 
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The only concern of a functional programmer is to design the definition part of a program. 
E.g. a functional program for catamorphism h is designed if a defining form for h is 
established. But h can be defined in several ways, for instance, law 1 (each "join-list" 
cat amorphism can be written as a left-reduce) offers an alternative. Finding an efficient 
defining form is the goal of most BMF derivations. 

To enable an imperative continuation of a BMF derivation we need conversions from func
tional to imperative programs. All conversions needed in the derivation of the Aho-Corasick 
algorithms are given in Appendix B. To illustrate the several design decisions and to make 
it easier to read section 4.1, we will develop the conversion of "join-list" catamorphisms 
here. 
Suppose we have to convert the functional program h(x), where h is defined by h = ill/f*. 
For this conversion, the choice for the underlying imperative environment is free and can 
be adjusted to the problem under consideration. In our case we prefer a "cons-list" envi
ronment (i.e. an environment which supports a type list with the operations first and tain 
because the Aho-Corasick algorithms scan a string from left to right. On cons-lists, h can 
be defined by the following recurrence relation 

ill/ f* ([]) = Iff) if x = [1 
ill/ f* ([al-H- y) = f(a) ill ill/ f*(y) if x = [al-H-y 

In a program derivation for h(x), this leads us to propose a tail-invariant. The program 
development is standard. It follows that S is a correct implementation of w = h(x) 

s: w := Iff); r := x 

do r =I [ 1 
-+ a:= first(r); r := tail(r) 

; w := w ill f(a) 
od 

Invariant: ill/ f*(x) = w ill ill/ f*(r) /I r E suff(x) 

Remark To facilitate further conversions from the functional to the imperative level, we 
take a closer look to the BMF expression ill / f* and the program S. In S we have to add 
variables in order to save intermediate results, e.g. for the intended program result we 
used variable w. f appears in S in order to compute the differential with the previously 
(partly computed) result w. (For a good separation of concerns, one may introduce an 
fresh variable for the differential f(a). In view of efficiency, it is even needed to do so, if 
there is an appropriate recurrence relation for f.) The operator ill "adds" this differential 
to w (the invariant is re-established). 
End of Remark 

Using this conversion for "join-list" catamorphisms, we will find that Sm, Sf and Sr are 
correct implementations for f*(x), p<l (x) and ill/(x) respectively, where 
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Sm: W := [ ]; r := x 
do r # [] 
-> a := first(r); r := tail(r) 

; w := w -tt- [f(a)] 
od 

Invariant: f*(x) = w -tt- f*(r) II r E suff(x) 

Sf: w := [ ]; r := x 
do r # [ ] 
-> a:= first(r); r := tail(r) 

; if p(a) -> w := w -tt- [a] 0 ~p(a) -> skip fi 
od 

Invariant: p<l(x) = w -tt- p<l(r) lirE suff(x) 

Sr: W := 1f1); r := x 
do r # [] 
-> a:= first(r); r := tail(r) 

; w := w Ell a 
od 

Invariant: EIl/(x) = w Ell EIl/(r) lirE suff(x) 

The conversion of a "join-list" catamorphism as given above in not included in the ap
pendix, because it is an instance of the conversion scheme for a left-reduce which is given 
in Lemma 1. Since several functions which are not "join-list" catamorphisms can be written 
as a left-reduce, this lemma is more generally applicable and extends the class of functional 
programs which can be converted. 

Thusfar, we converted very simple BMF expressions: one single function. For composite 
expressions we have the following rules 

• case fog: Composition is converted to concatenation. 
E.g. an implementation of w = (f 0 g)(x) is SI ; S2 where SI and S2 are the conversions 
of w' = g(x) and w = f(w') respectively. 
Sometimes successive conversions can be interwoven, functionally this is expressed as 
fog = k. In our derivation, we will illustrate this for loop-fusion which is a special 
instance of law 6: fusion for left-reduces. 

• case f '" g: Tupling is converted to a simultaneous computation. 
If w = (f '" g)(x), then w = (WI, W2) where WI = f(x) and W2 = g(x). Imperatively, 
we have to introduce two variables to save the value of wand, consequently, the 
invariant needs two conjuncts to state the required relation for w. In the imperative 
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style of programming, tupling is applied when an invariant is strengthened with a 
conjunct involving a variable for a derived new expression. 

Previously, we outlined the working method in BMF and gave some tools to trace out 
a BMF derivation on the imperative level. As mentioned before, this derivation will be 
continued imperatively in order to arrive at efficient imperative algorithms. We assumed 
that the imperative method needs no further explanation. 

3. The Problem 

We aim at finding a derivation for the Aho-Corasick algorithms AC-OPT and AC-FAIL. 
These algorithms compute solutions to the pattern matching problem which can be speci
fied informally by: "Given text S E V* and pattern set P E P(V*) compute all occurrences 
of substrings of S which are in P." 
In order to serve as an example derivation for other imperative programs, we will distin
guish between implementation independent (problem specific) and implementation depen
dent (solution specific) aspects in its design. The problem specific characteristics comprise 
the algebraic structure of the problem domain and it is obvious that they will be used in 
the BMF part of the derivation. For the pattern matching problem, this (mathematical) 
side of the derivation is considered in section 3.1. The solution specific characteristics will 
be used to motivate the several choices which have to be made in derivations. One of 
these choices is the problem modelling to obtain a formal specification. In section 3.2, the 
Aho-Corasick algorithms lead us to a formal specification of the pattern matching prob
lem. This trivially correct specification will be the starting point of the derivation given 
in section 4. 

3.1 Concepts and properties involved in pattern matching 

Languages over alphabet V (languages for short) are defined as subsets of V*, where V* 
is the Kleene closure of V. Languages have a rather rich structure. Although it is not 
a model for the spec algebra of Backhouse et all, [2], a main part of the spec axioms is 
satisfied by languages and a reader familiar with the spec calculus may recognize several 
of its notionR, properties and calculation techniques in the sequel. The essential part of 
the language structure is recapitulated now, more can be found in [15]. 

Being sets over a fixed universe, V*, languages form a complete distributive and comple
mented lattice under the inclusion order ~. Moreover, languages can be concatenated 
(denoted by .): 

L.M = { 1m II E M 1\ m EM} 

(as usual in language terminology, word concatenation is denoted by juxtaposition). This 
concatenation is associative and has {f:} - f: is the empty string - as its unit. Furthermore, 
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language con<:-atenation is universally distributive over union, implying monotonicity w.r.t. 
~ in both arguments. In some cases, concatenation distributes over intersection: 

Property 3.1.1 
Let n E IN . If R E p(vn) or P U Q ~ p(vn), then 

(P n Q).R = P.R n Q.R 
o 

From now on we will identify singleton languages with their unique word. 
A useful concept is the left factor, see also [8J, which can be defined elegantly via Galois 
connections. 

Definition 3.1.2 {Left factor LIM} 
Let L, M E P(V*), then the left factor LIM is defined by 

X.M ~ L == X ~ LIM for each X E P(V*) 
o 

Since .M distributes universally over U, LIM is uniquely determined. See also [2J. The 
advantage of definitions via Galois connections is that they encapsulate a lot of properties 
which can eaoily picked out by instantiations. E.g. 

Properties 3.1.3 
a. LIM ~ prefs(L) 
b. z.M ~ L == z E LIM 
c. zm E L == z E LIm 

Proof. All properties follow from substitutions in definition 3.1.2. 
For a. take X := L 1M, take X := {z} for b. and X, M := {z}, {m} for c .. 
o 

Left factors enable us to formulate an interesting property of languages in a neat way 

Property 3.1.4 For all X, Y E P(V*) and z E V* 

X.z n Y = (X n Y/z).z 

Proof. See Appendix B. o 

Prefix closed languages, i.e. languages L such that pref(l) ~ L for each I E L, form a proper 
subclass with additional properties. 

Properties 3.1.5 Let L E P(V*) be prefix closed, then 

a. prefs(L) = L 
b. X.z n L ~ L.z for each X E P(V*) and z E V* 

Proof. See Appendix B. 0 
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In the forthcoming derivation we will apply BMF laws on the problem domain of languages. 
Language theory and BMF have their own terminology. Although both use the same 
algebra, they differ in the notation of their operations. We could have decided to use only 
one of both terminologies, but it turned out that BMF was appropriate for the first part 
of the derivation while language terminology was preferred for the second part. Of course, 
we like to avoid notational conversions during the derivation, therefore we conclude with 
some links which smoothen swithching between both terminologies. Firstly, we recall that 
each binary operator gives rise to two unary ones via sectioning, e.g. for fixed z E V*, 
(-It- z) : V* -> V* is a left section of -It- (concatenation) and is defined by (-It- z)(x) = x 
-It- z and (z E) : P(V*) -> IB is a right section of E (membership relation) and is defined 
by (z E)(X) = z E X. The left section of the membership relation is frequently used in the 
sequel and we decided to introduce a special name for it. 

Definition 3.1.6 {Le} 
Let L E P(V*). Then Le : V* -> IB is defined by 

Le(z) - z E L 
o 

With this definition, we can formulate 3.1.3c on the functional level as 

LE 0 (-It-Z) = (L/Z)E 

Simple verifications suffice for the proofs of the following 

Conversions 3.1.7 
a. (-It- z)*(L) = L.z 
b. Le<l(X) = X n L 

o 

3.2 Problem specification 

(3.1.3c') 

for each X E P(V*) 

To apply BMF on the pattern matching problem we have to fix a suitable datatype and 
model its composing parts in functions. Say we model occurrences of substrings via the 
function subs and "matches P" via the predicate p, then pattern matching is specified by 

p<l subs(S) 

(If no ambiguities will occur, functional composition is denoted by juxtaposition.) The 
definitions of subs and p have to be given, but they depend on the choices of the underly
ing datatype and the specific modelling of substrings. We will focus on them now. 
In the choice of the datatype only the problem description is involved. For the pattern 
matching problem, its domain is the set of words over alphabet V. Since no specific struc
ture is required in this problem, we choose for the most general list-type: the free monoid 
over V, denoted by (V*, -It- , []). The problem component subs can be modelled in several 
ways, e.g. an occurrence of substring S can be uniquely determined by 
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(1, v, r) E V* x V* x V* such that lvr = S 
(1,1') E V* x V* such that :l r E V*: lvr = S 
(v,lv) E V* x V* such that :l r E V*: lvr = S 
etc 

(Recall that in language terminology juxtaposition denotes word concatenation.) To obtain 
an appropriate modelling for substrings, we examine the Aho-Corasick algorithms. These 
algorithms analyze the text S from left to right and matches are detected at endpoints. 
Each match is uniquely identified by a two-tuple consisting of the pattern and the initial 
substring of S where the matching is detected. Since these matches form a subset of all 
possible occurrences of substrings of S, we choose to model occurrences of substrings by 

subs(S) = { (v, Iv) E V* x V*I :l r E V* : lvr = S } 

The matching occurrences of substrings of S have to satisfy the predicate p such that 

p(v, Iv) = v E P 

(p reflects "matches P"). Using the P e notation introduced in section 3.1, we obtain the 
following functional expression for p 

p = P e 7rl 

With these choices for subs and p, our pattern matching problem is specified by 

(P E 7rt)<l subs(S) 

This specification will be the starting point of a (purely calculational) derivation of the 
Aho-Corasick algorithms which is given in the next section. 

4. The Derivation 

In derivations for programming problems, there is no predescribed order for the various de
sign decisions which can be made. However, we prefer to postpone typical implementation 
decisions (e.g. representation choices) as long as possible in order to obtain a derivation 
of which the first part is concerned with laying bare the achitecture of the solution and its 
second part is engaged in the organization and realization of the solution. In this kind of 
derivations, there is a separation of concerns over two machine levels. For both levels a 
suitable programming method can be chosen to achieve their task in the derivation if con
versions from the higher to the lower level are available. On the one side, these conversions 
have to be attuned to the components on the higher level and on the other side to the 
specific implementation environment of the solution. For our application we developped 
two conversions, one for set-homomorphisms (Appendix B, Lemma 2) and one for functions 
with a left-reduce form (Appendix B, Lemma 1). Since the Aho-Corasick algorithms scan 
the text from left to right, their implementation environment can be viewed as a cons-list 
one and in this environment left-reduces can be efficiently implemented by iterative pro
grams (see [12]). To emphasize the fact that the derivation is divided over two different 
levels we construct its first part on the functional level in section 4.1. When implementa-
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tion details are inevitable, we continue the derivation on the imperative level in section 4.2. 

4.1 Derivation on the functional level 

In this part of the derivation, we shall use the following conventions. 
- Most steps comprise of three parts. First we outline the transformation globally. Then, 
its correctness proof is given in part two and, finally, the transformation result is expressed 
in a functional and in an imperative version. 
- The imperative programs are generated by the conversion lemmas of Appendix B. In order 
to use these lemmas, we have to show that the function(al program) under consideration, 
say h, is a set-homomorphism or a left-reduce. I.e. we have to exhibit a specific form for 
h. To facilitate these conversions, we decided to supply each functional program with a 
fact containing the justification for the conversion. 
- During the derivation, we will put some requirements on several components. For sake 
of completeness, we repeat these assumptions in framed form before each transformation 
result. 

1. { Specification} 
In section 3.2 we designed the following formal specification for the pattern matching 
problem 

(P E 1I"J)<l subs(S) 

An imperative specification can be obtained by the standard conversion. Therefore, we 
recall that filters are homomorphisms. In this case, we have that (P E 11"1) <l = U / fp *, where 
fp(x, y) = (x E P --> {(x,y)}, 0 ). Since U is an associative, commutative and idempotent 
operator with unit 0 , (P e 11"1)<1 is a set-homomorphism. We instantiate Lemma 2 with 
this set-homomorphism and the argument subs(S). 

(P e 1I"1)<l (subs(S)) 

Fact: 
(P E 11"1)<1 = U/fp * 
fp(x, y) = (x E P --> {(x,y)}, 0 ) 

2. { Divide and conquer} 

o := 0 ; R := subs(S) 
do R -10 
--> (v, Iv) :E R; R := R - {(v, Iv)} 

if v E P --> 0:= 0 U {(v, Iv)} 
o v ¢ P --> skip 
fi 

od 
Invariant: 
o = (P E 1I"d<l (subs(S) - R) 

Our first step towards efficiency is "filter-promotion" (fusion for filters), i.e. we aim at 
filtering before (a total) computation of subs(S). To perform fusion a factorization of subs 
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is needed. We developped such a factorization and stated it in law 10. Using this law, the 
specification is transformed by a typical BMF calculation. 

(P E 71"1)<1 subs 

{ law 10 } 

(P E 7I"t}<1 U/ (1:9 (suff " 1))* pref 

{ fusion, law 2 } 

U/ ((P E 7I"d<1)* (1:9 (suff" 1))* pref 

{ map distributivity, law 3 } 

U/ ((P E 7I"d<1 1:9 (suff " 1))* pref 

{ law 11 } 

U/ (1:9 (P E<1 x I)(suff " 1))* pref 

{ x - " fusion, law 9 } 

U/ (1:9 (P E<1suff " 1))* pref 

= { intro h } 

h pref 

From its form, we infer that h is a set-homomorphism (law 0). The standard conversion in 
Lemma 2 yields an imperative program which computes the application of h on argument 
pref(S). 

h(pref(S)) o := 0 ; R := pref(S) 
do R =J- 0 
-> u:ER;R:=R-{u} 

; 0 := 0 U g(u) 
od 
Invariant: 
o = h(pref(S) - R), 

_____ with ____ _ 

h = U/ g* 
g = 1:9 (P E<1 suff " I) 

3. { Add construction for pref } 
Now we aim at an over-all program for the specification, i.e. at a functional application on 
argument S. One way to obtain such a program is exploring the existence of a left-reduce 
form for h pre£. We renounce this approach 1 for two reasons: 

'This approach is typical for programming methods where efficiency steps are implicit in the tools, e.g. 
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a We are working on the functional level. 
Given a construction for h in the definition part of a functional program, 
one does not modify this into a construction for h pref, but one adds a 
construction for pref. 

b In the BMF method efficiency steps are explicit, e.g. in laws. 
We like to illustrate the fusion law for left-reduces, law 6, and to show how 
this shapes up in imperative programming 

Linking up with our functional approach we will achieve an over-all program by adding a 
construction for pref. To that end we explore the existence of a left-reduce form for pref. 
It turns out that a tupling with the identity function is needed: 

(pref d) = (8 + ({c:}, c:)) (4.1.1) 

where 8 is defined by (X, s) 8 a = (X U {sa}, sa) 
This construction for pref gives rise to the following specification transformation 

h pref 

{ def" } 

h 7rI (pref " I) 

{ (4.1.1) } 

h 7rI (8 + ({c:}, c:)) 

An imperative program for the transformed specification follows from Lemma 1 and Lemma 
2. 

(h 7rI (pref" I))(S) 

Fact: 
(pref" I) = (8 + ({e:}, c:) 

imperative programming. 

prefS, s := {e:}, C:j r := S 
{Po} 
do r =J c: 
-> a:= first(r)j r := tail(r) 

; prefS, s := prefS U {sa}, sa 
od 
{Pol\r=c:} 
o := 0 j R := prefS 

{Pd 
do R =J 0 
-> u :E Rj R := R - {u} 

; 0 := 0 U g(u) 
od 
{PI I\R=0 } 
Invariants: 
Po : prefS = pref(y) 1\ s = I(y) 
PI : 0 = h(prefS - R) 
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(X, s) 8 a = (X U {sa}, sa) where yr = S 
_____ with ____ _ 

h = uj g* 

g = I:5J (P E <1 suff '" I) 

Remark We assumed that the occurrence of a projection function needs no further expla
nation with respect to the conversion to imperative programs. 
End of Remark 

4. { Fusion} 
The previous program consists of a composition of functions in which the right-most one 
is a left-reduce. For this class of programs a left-reduce form is ensured, if some condition 
is satisfied (fusion law for left-reduces). A transformation of the (functional) program in 
3 to a left-reduce form comes down to applying loop-fusion on its imperative conversion. 
(I.e. loop-fusion is the imperative counterpart of an instantiation of the fusion law for 
left-reduces.) Obviously, such transformation benefits efficiency, so our next goal is its 
justification. 
As might be expected, the condition that has to be satisfied is the existence of a suitable 
operator. We prefer to construct this operator, EB, from the condition as we indicated in 
Appendix A. 
The following calculations transform the specification in the way sketched before. 

= 

Claim 

h1l"1 (8 + ({E}, E» 

{ law 8 } 

11"1 (h x I) (8 + ({E), E» 

{ claim below } 

11"1 (EB + (h({E}), E» 

{ h( { c}) = g( E) } 

11"1 (EB + (g(e), e)) 

(h x 1)(8 + ({c), e» = (EB + (h({e}), E» 

Proof { by construction of EB } 
(h x 1)(8 + ({E}, E» = (EB + (h({c)), E» 

E {law 6 } 

(h x I)((X, s) 8 a) = (h x I)((X, s» EB a 

{ def 8, x } 

(h x I)((X U {sa}, sa) = (h(X), s) EB a 
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{ def x } 

(h(X u {sa}), sa) = (h(X), s) Ell a 

{ h is set-homomorphism} 

(h(X) U h({sa}), sa) = (h(X), s) Ell a 

{ def h } 

(h(X) U g(sa), sa) = (h(X), s) Ell a 

<;: { instantiation} 

(U U g(sa), sa) = (U, s) Ell a 

So the claim is proved if we choose the operator Ell defined by: 

(U, s) Ell a = (U U g(sa), sa) 
o 

We conclude this fusion step by noting that 

(h x 1)(8 + ({C}, c:)) 

{ (4.1.1) } 

(h x I) (pref <> I) 

{ x - <> fusion, law 9 } 

h pref <> I 

for all X, s and a 

for all X, s and a 

for all X, s and a 

for all U, s and a 

Consequently, the specification is transformed into 1l'1 (h pref <> I). Since (h pref <> I) has 
a left-reduce form, claim above, the imperative program can be obtained by instantiating 
Lemma 1. 

1l'1 (h pref <> I)(S) 

Fact: 
(h pref <> I) = (Ell + (g( c: ), c:)) 
(0, s) Ell a = (0 U g(sa), sa) 

0, s:= g(c:), c:; r := S 
do r # c: 
---+ a:= first(r); r := tail(r) 

; 0, s := ° U g(sa), sa 
od 
Invariant: ° = (h pref)(y) II s = I(y), 
where yr = S 

_____ with ____ _ 

h = uj g* 
g = ~ (P E<lsuff <> I) 

5. { Generalization } 
In 4, a linear program is achieved with a nice global structure. Next we concentrate on 
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local computations. Only the application on g needs further attention, hence, our next 
goal is an efficient program for g(sa). By the definition of g and 3.1.7b, we have that 

g(sa) = (suff(sa) n P) x {sa} 

Clearly E P operations are needed to compute g(sa). However, P is a given set and generally 
the operation E P will be time consuming. To obtain some flexibility in the implementation 
of the P e predicate, we introduce a set Q of candidates for P, i.e. P ~ Q. In the sequel we 
will put some suitable requirements on Q. The introduction of Q modifies the specification 
slightly: instead of the function g, the function lei (P E<lQE<lsuff '" I) is involved in it. But, 
both functions coincide because 

{ P E =} QE' law 5 } 

P E<lQe<l 

Therefore we do not introduce a new function name but adapt the definition of g. This 
generalization transforms the expression in 4 to 

Ip ~QI 
71"1 (h pref '" I)(S) 

Fact: 
(h pref '" I) = (Ell + (g(c:), c:)) 
(0, s) Ell a = (0 U g(sa), sa) 

0, s:= g(c:), C:j r := S 
do r # c: 
-t a:= first(r)j r := tail(r) 

j 0, s := 0 U g(sa), sa 
od 
Invariant: 
o = (h pref)(y) 1\ s = I(y), 
where yr = S 

_____ with ____ _ 

h = uj g* 
g = lei (P E<l QE<lsuff '" I) 

6. { Refinement, typical Aho-Corasick detail} 
We continue with examining g(sa), now defined as PE<l(suff(sa) n Q) x {sa}. The set 
suff(sa) n Q has an interesting structure and we intend to exploit this in a further step to 
refinement. To be more precise: the suffix ordering :S::s is a linear ordering on suff(u) n Q, 
for each u E V*. If this set is nonempty, then its maximum q, denoted by i,j(suff(u) n 
Q), has the property that 

suff( u) n Q = suff( q) n Q (4.1.2) 

It even holds that, Lemma 4, q is the :S::s-least solution of the equation (in x E V*) 
x: suff(u) n Q = suff(x) n Q. (4.1.2) implies that computations over nonempty suff(u) n Q 
can be reduced to computations over its subset suff(k(u)) n Q, where k = isj QE<lsuff. It is 
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this reduction that we hinted at at the beginning of this step and which is the quintessence 
of the Aho-Corasick algorithms. To guarantee that such a reduction is valid generally, we 
will require that eE Q. 
Functionally, this reduction is expressed by a factorization of g: g = f (k '" I). By law 9, 
we have that f = 129 (Pe<lQe<lsuff x I) and we adapt our specification in that sense 

Ip ~ Q II eE Q I 
11'1 (h pref '" I)(S) 

Fact: 
(h pref '" I) = (EEl + (g(e), e)) 
(0, s) EEl a = (0 U f(k(sa), sa), sa) 

0, s:= gee), e; r := S 
do r =I e 
-> a := first(r); r := tailer) 

q := k(sa) 
0 1 := f( q,sa) 
0, s := ° U 0 1 , sa 

od 
Invariant: ° = (h pref)(y) II s = I(y), 
where yr = S 

_____ with ____ _ 

h = U/ g* 
g = f(k '" I) 
f = 129 (P e<l Qe<l suff x I) 
k = is/ Qe<lsuff 

7. { tupling } 
The refinent in step 6 modifies our goal from an efficient program for g(sa) into an efficient 
program for k(sa). The same strategy as before is applied: explore the existence of a left
reduce form for k. We will prove that k(sa) = k(k(s)a), if we put an additional requirement 
on Q. Under the assumption that Q satisfies this requirement, the specification is extended 
with k. 

From the definition of k, we infer that k has a left-reduce form if Qe<l suff has. In the 
following calculation we force a left-reduce form for Qe<l suff by imposing a restriction on 
Q. 

suff(sa) n Q 

{ def suff } 

(suff(s).a U {e}) n Q 

{ distributivity } 

(suff(s).a n Q) U ({e} n Q) 

{eE Q} 
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(suff(s).a n Q) U {.o} (4.1.3) 

Now we require that Q is prefix closed. Tken we have by (3.1.5) that suff(s).a n Q = 
suff(s).a n Q.a n Q and we can continue our calculation 

( 4.1.3) 

{ • Q is prefix closed } 

(suff(s).a n Q.a n Q) U {.o} 

{ (3.1.1) } 

((suff(s) n Q).a n Q) U {c} 

{ (4.1.2), q = k(s) } 

((suff(q) n Q).a n Q) U {.o} 

{ calculation backward } 

(suff(q).a n Q) U {.o} 

{ calculation backward } 

suff(qa) n Q 

Consequently, if Q is prefix closed, then 

k(sa) = k(qa) = {q = k(s)} k(k(s)a) 

(4.1.4) 

From now on we will assume that Q is prefix closed. This may improve the computation 
of k(sa) if we tuple with k. It is not difficult to prove that 

(h pref '" I", k) = (0 + ((g(.o), .0, c)) 

where (0, s, q) 0 a = (0 U f(k(qa), sa), sa, k(qa)). 
The transformed specification is then given by 1r1 (h pref '" I '" k). Due to its left-reduce 
form its imperative counterpart is yielded by Lemma 1. 

I P <;;; Q 1\ Q is prefix closed I 
1r1 (h pref '" I '" k)(S) 

Fact: 
(h pref '" I '" k) = (0 + (g(.o), .0, c) 
(0, s, q) 0 a = (0 U f(qI, sa), sa, qJ) 
where q1 = k(qa) 

0, s, q := g(.o), 6, .oj r := S 
j do r oF .0 

-+ a:= first(r)j r := tail(r) 
j q := k(qa) 
j 0 1 := f(q, sa) 
j 0, s := 0 U 0 1, sa 

od 
Invariant: ° = (h pref)(y) 1\ s = I(y) 1\ q = k(y) 
where yr = S 

_____ with ____ _ 
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h = ul g* 
g=f(kd) 
f = ~ (P E <l QE <l suff x I) 
k = isl QE<lsuff 

8. { Computation for k( qa) } 
The algorithms in 7 leave the computation of k(qa) open. Given q and a, k(qa) can be 
computed via the definition of k, i.e. by finding the greatest suffix of qa which is in Q. In 
this section, we will define k( qa) with cheaper operators by exploiting the properties of k. 

k(qa) 

= {defk, (4.1.4)} 

isl«suff(q).a n Q) U {e}) 

{ isl is set homomorphism} 

isl(suff(q).a n Q) is e 

{ (3.1.4) } 

isl«suff(q) n Q/a).a) is e (4.1.5) 

- { case (suff(q) n Q/a) =I 0 } 

(isl(suff(q) n Q/a))a 

( 4.1.5) 

{ case (suff( q) n Q/a) = 0 } 

e 

The case analysis will be circumvented by the introduction a fictitious element 1.Q of Q 
such that 1.Q is a unit of is and a left zero of 11- (string concatenation), i.e. 1.Q is z = 
z and 1.Q 11- z = 1.Q. By definition of isl it holds that isl 0 = 1.Q. Then k(qa) can be 
expressed by 

k(qa) = d(q 8 a, a) 

where x 8 a = isl (suff(x) n Q/a) and d(x, a) = xa is e 
For a computation of k( qa) via this definition we have to do a simple comparison after 
finding the greatest suffix of q which is in Q/a. To see that this computation is more 
efficient than the previous one, we note that Q/a ~ Q : 

Q/~. 

C { (3.l.3a) } 
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prefs(Q) 

{ (3.1.5a) } 

Q 
o 

The specification is adapted to these new definitions 

P C;;; Q /\ Q is prefix closed 

l.Q is a fictitious element of Q ~ l.Q is a unit for is and a left zero for -II-
7rl (h pref L> I L> k)(S) 0, s, q := g(c), c, c; r := S 

do role 
-+ a:= first(r); r := tail(r) 

q':= q 8 a 
q := d(q', a) 
0 1 := f( q, sa) 

Fact: 0, s := ° U 0 1 , sa 
(h pref L> I L> k) = (0 + (g(c:), c:, c:) od 
(0, s, q) 0 a = (0 U f(ql' sa), sa, qt} Invariant 
where ql = k(qa) = d(q 8 a, a) where yr = S 
with q 8 a = is/ (Q/a)E<1suff(q) 0= (h pref)(y) /\ s = I(y) /\ q = k(y) 

_____ with ____ _ 

h = U/ g* 
g = f (k L> I) 
f = ~ (P E<1 QE<1 suff X I) 
k = is/ QE<1suff 
d(x,a) = xa is c: 

( 4.1.6) 

It turned out that this completes the derivation on the functional level, because the Aho
Corasick algorithms suppose some precomputations. The global structure of AC-OPT and 
AC-FAIL is given in scheme 7 and 8 respectively when Q is instantiated with prefs(P), the 
least prefix closed set containing P. In the next section we continue the derivation with 
implementation dependent steps. 

4.2 Derivation on the imperative level. 

In this section, we will add the imperative characteristic that functions over a finite domain 
can be implemented efficiently via arrays and, consequently, that retrieving such a function 
is an 0(1) operation. The starting points for the remaining derivations are the imperative 
programs of section 4.1 where Q is instantiated with prefs(P). We claim that AC-OPT and 
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AC-FAIL follow from scheme 7 and scheme 8 respectively. In order to prove these claims 
efficiently, we consider their common unimplemented statements firstly. 
Obviously, for q E Q, s E V* and a E V, the statements 

0:= g(c:) and 0 1 := f(q, sa) 
where 

g(c:) = ({c:} n P) x {c:} 
f(q, sa) =(suff(q) n P) X {sa} 

are easily implemented, if we assume that 

for each q E Q: suff( q) n P is precomputed (4.2.1) 

We will not bother about these statements furthermore, assumption (4.2.1) is efficacious. 

Claim 1 : AC-OPT follows from scheme 7 

Proof. 
Starting from scheme 7 and assumption (4.2.1), the only unimplemented statement is q := 
k(qa) where k(qa) = isl (suff(qa) n Q) with q E Q and a E V. We decide to precompute 
this value too. Hence we require precomputations for 

i sl (suff( qa) n Q) 
suff(q) n P 

for each q E Q and a E V. 

The next step is: chosing a representation for these precomputations, because the way in 
which this information will be available might be diverse. Heading for AC-OPT, we decide 
for a representation via arrays, i.e. 

0: Q x V -+ Q is such that o(q,a) = isl (suff(qa) n Q) 
output: Q -+ P(V*) is such that output( q) = suff( q) n P 

With this representation choice for the precomputation, AC-OPT, the adapted algorithm 
1 of [1], is obtained from scheme 7: 

o 

Remarks 

O,s,q:=({c:}np) x {c:},c:,C:jr:=S 
do r =I c: 
-+ a:= first(r)j r := tail(r) 

q := o(q, a) 

od 

0 1 := output(q) x {sa} 
0, s := 0 U 0 1 , sa 

1. (4.2.2) is a linear algorithm while the specification was a quadratic one. 
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2. In [1], 8 is considered as the transition function on a deterministic finite automaton. 
3. It is not quite true that (4.2.2) is AC-OPT, there is one small difference. Aho-Corasick 
algorithms only produce output for non-empty prefixes of S, or explained in the program 
variables of (4.2.2), in the Aho-Corasick algorithms the variable 0 is initialized with 0 . 
The empty pattern, i.e. c:E P, is useless for practical applications, in theory there is no 
need to exclude it. (Is c:¢ P an implicit assumption of Aho-Corasick?) End of Remarks 

Claim 2 : AC-FAIL follows from scheme 8. 

Proof. 
Starting from scheme 8 and assumption (4.2.1), the unimplemented statements are 

where 
q' := q e a and q:= d(q', a) 

q e a = is!(Qfa)E<]suff(q) 
d(q', a) = q'a i. c: 

with q E Q, q' E Q U {.lQ} and a E V. Taking into account the requirements on .lQ, 
the statement d(q', a) can be implemented by 

d(q', a) := if q' = .lQ -+ c: 0 q' "# .lQ q'a fi (4.2.3) 

More attenti"n must be paid to the implementation of e. q e a is defined as the ::::s 
greatest suffix of q satisfying the predicate (Qfa)E. Moreover, suff(q) is linearly ordered 
w.r.t. :::: •. Trivially q e a can be implemented by linear search over suff(q). However, we 
can do better: the search space may be restricted to suff( q) n Q, because Qfa ~ Q, (4.1.6). 
e can be implementated by instantiating the Linear Search Theorem in Lemma 3. To that 
end, we mention that: suff( q) n Q is the domain of discourse, ::::. is the linear ordering, q is 
the maximal and c: the minimal element, F(q') = is/ (suff(tail(q')) n Q) is the predecessor 
of (non-empty) q', q' E Q fa == q'a E Q, .lQ is a unit for i •. An implementation for the 
statement q' := q e a is then given by 

q':= q 
do q' "# c:/\ q'a ¢ Q 
-+ q' := F( q') 
od 
if q'a E Q -+ skip 
o q'a ¢ Q -+ q':=.lQ 
fi 

Substituting t.his result in scheme 8 yields 

.lQ is a fictitious element of Q ~ .lQ is a unit for is and a left zero for -It-
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0, s, q := g(c:), c:, c:; r := S 
do r oJ c: 
-+ a := first(r); r := tail(r) 

q':= q 
do q' oJ c:/\ q'a ~ Q 
-+ q' := F(q') 
od 
jf q'a E Q -+ skip 
o q'a ~ Q -+ q':=.LQ 
fi 
q := d(q', a) 
0 1 := f( q, sa) 
0, s := ° U 0 1 , sa 

od 
Invariant: ° = h pref(y) /I s = I(y) /I q = k(y) 
where yr = S 

_____ with ____ _ 

h = ul g* 
g = f (k .d) 
f = I1SI (P e<l Qe<l suff x I) 
k = isl Qe<lsuff 
d(x,a) = xa is c: 
F = k tail 

(4.2.4 ) 

We decide to precompute F( q') for q' E Q - {c:}. Hence we require precomputations for 
i sl (suff( tail( q')) n Q) 
suff(q) n P 

for each q E Q and q' E Q - {c:} 

The next step is: chosing a representation for these precomputations. Heading for AC
FAIL, we decide for a representation via arrays, i.e. 

I: (Q - {c:}) -+ Q is such that I(q') = isl (suff(tail(q')) n Q) 
output: Q -+ P(V*) is such that output( q) = suff( q) n P 

With these representation choice for the precomputation, the following program fragment 
is obtained from (4.2.4) 

.LQ is a fictitious element of Q §t. .LQ is a unit for is and a left zero for -It-
0, s, q := g(c:), C:, C:; r := S 
do r oJ c: 
-+ a := first(r); r := tail(r) 
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q':= q 
do q' # c:1I q'a if- Q ---+ q' := f( q') od 
if q'a E Q ---+ skip 
o q'a if- Q ---+ q':= ~Q 
fi 

; q:= d(q', a) 
; 0 1 := output( q) x { sa} 
; 0, s := 0 U Q1, sa 

od 

In main lines, this is the algorithm AC-FAIL. To see this we take some additional trans
formation steps. First we contract the alternative statement and the assignment to q, see 
Lemma 5. 

~Q is a fictitious element of Q g ~Q is a unit for t s and a left zero for -It-
0, s, q := g(c:), c:, c:; r := S 
do r # c: 
---+ a := first(r); r := tail(r) 

q':= q 
do q' # c:1I q'a if- Q ---+ q' := f( q') od 
if q'a E Q ---+ q:= d(q', a) 

od 

o q'a if- Q ---+ q':= ~Q; q := d(q', a) 
fi 
0 1 := output(q) X {sa} 
0, s := 0 U Q1, sa 

Next we substitute (4.2.3) and remove superfluous statements/variables. Consequently, 
the requirement on ~Q can be released. 

0, s, q := g(c:), C:, C:; r := S 
do r # c: 
---+ a := first(r); r := tail(r) 

do q # c:1I qa if- Q ---+ q := f( q) od 
if qa E Q ---+ q:= qa 

od 

o qa if- Q ---+ q:= c: 
fi 
0 1 := output( q) x { sa} 
0, s := 0 U Q1, sa 

Following the lines of Aho-Corasick, the several guards and some corresponding actions 
are integrated in the definition of a function 8: Q x V ---+ (Q U {~}) such that 
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{ 

qa if qa E Q 
8(q,a)= I': ifq=l':/\qaIiQ 

~ otherwise 

Consequently, (8(q, a) = ~) == (q of 1':/\ qa Ii Q). Adding the realization of 8 to the 
precomputation, we arrive at AC-FAIL (algorithm 1 in [1]). 

0, s, q := g(I':), 1':, 1':; r := S 
do r of I': 
--+ a:= first(r); r := tail(r) 

do 8(q, a) = ~ -t q := f(q) od 
q := 8(q, a) 

od 
o 

0 1 := oufput( q) x { sa} 
0, s := ° U Q1, sa 

Remark The function f which occurs in these last programs is the so-called failure function. 
We saw that this failure function follows quite naturally from Linear Search. 
End of Remark 

5. Conclusions 

We exemplified that in one program derivation there can be synergy of two programming 
methods: BMF and imperative programming. Each method has its own strong points, e.g. 
- BMF exploits the algebraic structure of the problem and reasons equationally about pro
grams. 
- Imperative programming permits efficient encodings of operations and is suited for step
wise refinement. 
We combined the advantages of both methods in our derivation. 

The main structure of the derivation is a sequence of correctness-preserving transformation 
steps in which an initial correct but inefficient solution is transformed into a more efficient 
one. For this kind of derivation BMF is well-suited. Due to the application of a set of 
standard conversions at each step an equivalent imperative program is obtained. When 
the possibilities for improvement offered by BMF were exhausted, the derivation could 
be continued in imperative style. The advantages of this combined approach are well 
illustrated by step 4 (section 4.1) and claim 2 (section 4.2) respectively. Step 4 concerns 
the fusion of two computations with similar structure. In BMF, this is a simple application 
of a fusion law, whereas in imperative programming this involves a rather complex merging 
of two loops. On the other hand, the derivation steps following claim 2 are more easily 
carried out using imperative programming techniques such as linear search and tabulation. 

Although it is risky to try to draw general conclusions from a specific example, the following 
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principles seem to emerge: 
- try to exploit the algebraic structure of the problem as long as possible. 
- postpone implementation dependent steps as long as possible. 
- if a concrete solution of the problem is available, abstracting from implementation details 
may yield a suitable algebraic modelling of the problem. 
- the BMF derivation could have been carried out to a further point if the method was 
extended with tools to reason about implementation details (a possibility which is suggested 
in [7]). A first start for such an extension can be found in [5]. 
- imperative programming can profit from the BMF laws in correctness proofs for program 
transformations. 

With respect to the Aho-Corasick derivation, we may conclude that 
- it provides insight in the structure of algorithms. 
- relations between algorithms are exposed. Consider the solutions of AC-OPT and AC-
FAIL as given in scheme 7 and 8 respectively. Except for their behaviour on the function 
k, these programs are the same. In AC-OPT, k(q,a) is computed for each q E prefs(P) 
and a E V before the text S is scanned, while in AC-FAIL k(q,a) is computed "on the fly" 
using the failure function f (hence only k computations are made for (q,a) combinations 
which arise while scanning S). - The failure function which occurs in AC-FAIL follows quite 
naturally from applying the standard programming technique of linear search. 

Finally, we like to remark that 
- In our method, a derivation is broken up in two parts: firstly, the global structure of 
the solution is achieved and afterwards, its implementation is managed. Since there are 
various alternatives for the decisions in both parts, it is conceivable that new solutions will 
be suggested. For instance, a new solution to the pattern matching problem results from 
this Aho-Corasick derivation. In AC-OPT and AC-FAIL, two extreme implementation 
techniques are applied on the function k. Every programmer knows that there is a way in 
between these two extremes by using k as a memo function. Or expressed imperatively, 
while scanning S, save all previously computed k values in a table and execute "on the fly" 
computations only if table lookup fails. 
- The Knuth-Morris-Pratt (KMP) algorithm can also be derived from scheme 8. It is 
omitted here because of its length: a state-space transformation is needed to translate the 
imperative environment over lists into an environment over naturals. In the KMP deriva
tion in [6], this domain transformation is just a simple bijection. 
- One could object that the derivation given in section 4 is incomplete because precompu
tations are not elaborated. That is true, indeed, but we prefer to consider the precompu
tations as independent problems because their elaboration obscures the global structure of 
the solution. 
- The functional derivation in section 4 agrees with the tendency in BMF to develop solu
tions for problem classes (the first five steps can be made for each solution of this pattern 
matching problem which scans the text from left to right). This agreement is not acciden
tally, our approach arose during the research project "A Taxonomy of Scanner Algorithms". 
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The intention of this project is to clarify the relationship between solutions to the scanning 
problem by giving a generic derivation, see [19]. 
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APPENDIX A 

Summary of definitions and Laws in BMF 
Let (a, EEl, If!) be a monoid, i.e. a is a set and EEl is an associative operator on a with unit 
If!). For monoids (a, EEl, If!) and ((3, 119, 1®), h : a --t (3 is a monoid (homo)morphism if 
and only if 

h(If!) = 1® 
hex EEl y) = hex) 119 hey) for all x, yEa 

Such monoid morphism will be denoted by h : (a, EEl, If!) --t ((3, 119, 10). It is well-known 
that composition (denoted by 0 ) preserves homomorphisms. 

Let V be a set. The set V* of finite lists over V is the set part of the free monoid generated 
by V. I.e. (V*, -\l-, []) is a monoid, and [.J : V --t V* is an embedding such that for every 
monoid (M, EEl, If!), and for every f: V --t M, there is a unique monoid morphism h : (V*, 
-\l- , [ ]) --t (M, EEl, If!) such that 

f = h 0 [.J 

h is called the extension of f to V* and is denoted by h = Q f D , h is the "join-list 
catamorphism" of f. Note that h is completely determined by its behaviour on singletons. 
This unique extension property (UEP) plays an important role in BMF. 

If we had restricted ourselves to the class of monoids with commutative and idempotent 
operator, then we could have defined the "free set" generated by Vas: (P(V), u, 0 ) 
is a monoid, and {.} : V --t PlY) is an embedding such that for every monoid (M, EEl, 
If!) with commutative and idempotent operator EEl, and for every f: V --t M, there is a 
unique monoid morphism h : (P(V), u, 0 ) -+ (M, EEl, If!) such that 

f=ho{.} 

Here P(V) is the set of finite sets over V. 
The monoid lJOmomorphisms involved in this case will be called set-homomorphisms. 

In BMF, the language of functions is used and mostly 0 is omitted. 
The language is extended with some (standard) functions, such as 

map Let f: a ---> (3, then 
f* : a* ---> (3* is the unique extension of [.J f: a ---> (3* 

reduce Let 8 be an associative, operator on a with unit 10 , 

then 8/ : a* ---> a is the unique extension of I : a --t a 

filter Let p : a --t lB, then 
p<l : a* ---> a* is the unique extension of fp 
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where fp(a) = (p(a) -> [a], [J) 

Note that map, reduce and filter can also be defined in a set-homomorphic variant, if we 
require that 8 is commutative and idempotent and fp(a) = (p(a) -> {a}, 0 ) 

Left Let Ell : (3 X a -> (3 and e E (3 
reduce Then (Ell + e) : a* -> (3 is such that 

(Ell + e)([ J) = e 
(Ell + e)(x -It- [aJ) = (Ell + e)(x) Ell a 

or, alternatively 

(Ell + e)([ J) = e 
(Ell + e)([aJ -It- x) = (Ell + (e Ell a))(x) 

Remark Left reduce can also be defined via UEP, since left reduce is a "snoc-list catamor
phism", i.e. (Ell + e) satisfies the scheme 

f([ J) = e 
f(x -It- [aJ) = f(x) Ell a 

End of Remark 

Some laws, algebraic transformations, are 

o. Uniqueness property for morphisms on the free structure: 

h : (V*, -It- , [ J) -> ((3, Ell, 1$) is a monoid morphism _ 3 f : h = EIl/ f* 
(Note that Ell is an associative operator with unit.) 

h : (P(V), u, 0 ) -> ((3, Ell, 1$) is a set-homomorphism == 3 f: h = EIl/ f* 
(Note that Ell is an associative, commutative and idempotent operator with unit.) 

1. Each "join-list" catamorphism can be written as a left-reduce 
If h = EIl/f*, then h = (8 + 1$), where 

u 8 a = u Ell f(a) 

2. Fusion for "join-list" catamorphisms (promotion): 
If h : (a, Ell, 16)) -> ((3, @, 10 ) is a monoid morphism, then 

h EIl/ = @/ h* 
In particular, 
If h : (a*, -It-, [J) -> ( (3, @, 10 ) is a monoid morphism, i.e. h = @/ f*, then 

h -It- / = @/ h* 

If h : (P(a), u, 0) -> ( (3, @, 10 ) is a set-homomorphism, i.e h = @/ f*, then 
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h U/ = (0/ h* 

3. Map distributivity: 
(f g)* = f* g* 

4. Map-filter rule: 
p<l f* = f* (p f)<l 

5. Filter commutativity distributivity: 
Let p and q be total predicates, then 

(p /I q)<l = p<l q<l = q<l p<l 

6. Fusion for left-reduces (Formal differentiation): 
h (Ell + e) = ((0 + heel) ~ V(y, a:: hey Ell a) = hey) (0 a) 

Remark Law 6 could have been expressed in a way similar to that of law 2, because the 
antecedent states that h is a suitable homomorphism. Formulating fusion as we did in law 
6 may illustrate a way in which constructions come into the method: If h and Ell are given, 
then the antecedent of law 6 is a system of equations in (0. Each solution to this system 
may yield a definition for (0, i.e. (0 is found by construction. 
End of Remark 

We also use some more common functions and laws 

Definitions 
7r}, 7r2 

x 

projection function on the 1" and 2nd coordinate respectively 

Let f: a -+ (3 and g : a -+ /, 

then (f " g) : a -+ ((3 x /) is defined by 
(f" g) (a) = (f(a), g(a)) 

Let f: a -+ (3 and g : / -+ 5, then 
f x g = (f 11"1) " (g 11"2) 

We assume that x associates to the left 

Laws 

7. Computation rule for split: 
1I"1(f "g) = f 1I"2(f" g) = g 

8. Computation rule for product:: 
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9. x - '" fusion: 
(h x g)(f '" k) = h f '" g k 

For the specific problem of pattern matching, we have some additional definitions and laws. 
For the proofs of the laws we refer to [12] 

Definitions 

~ The function ~ : P( 0:) X (1 --+ P( ex X (1) is defined by 
~(X, b) = X x { b } 

or equivalently 
~(0,b)=0 
~({a}, b) = {(a, b)} 
I29(X U Y, b) = ~(X,b) U I29(Y,b) 

pref pref: 0:* --+ P( 0:*) such that 
pref([ J) = { []} 
pref(x -It- [aJ) = pref(x) U { x -It- [a] } 

suff suff : 0:* --+ P( 0:*) such that 
suff([ ]) = { [ ]} 
suff(x -It- [aJ) = (-It- [aJ)*suff(x) U { []} 

subs The function subs: 0:* --+ P(o:* X 0:*) is defined by 

subs(S) = { (v, l-lt-v) E 0:* x 0:* I ::J r E 0:*: l-lt-v -It-r = S } 

prefs preis: P( 0:*) --+ P( 0:*) such that 
prefs = U j pref* 

Laws 

10 subs = uj (129 (suff '" 1))* pref 

11 If p : 0: --+ lB , then 

(p 11"1)<1 ~ = ~ (p<l x I) 
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APPENDIX B 

Standard conversions 

Lemma 1. {implementation of a left-reduce} 
Let 8 : (3 x 0 --t (3 and e E (3. Then S is a correct program fragment for the computation 
of w = (8 + e )x. 

S: w := e; r := x 
do r # [ 1 
-+ a:= first(r); r := tail(r) 

; w:= w 8 a 
od 

Invariant: (8 + e) x = (8 + w)r ArE tails(x) 

Proof. Follows immediately from the definition of left-reduce 

Remark If 8 is associative, then the invariant can also be expressed as 

(8 + e) x = w 8 (8 + e)r ArE tails(x) 

End of Remark 

Lemma 2. {implementation of a set-homomorphism} 

o 

Let ffi be an associative, commutative and idempotent operator with unit lEB. Then S is a 
correct program for the computation of 0 = ffi/ f*(X). 

S: 0 := lEB; R := X 
do R# 0 
-+ a:E R; R := R - {a} 

o := 0 ffi f(a) 
od 

Invariant ffi/ f*(X) = 0 ffi ffi/ f*(R) 

Remark An alternative expression for the invariant is 0 = ffi/ f*(X - R) 
End of Remark 

Lemma 3. {(Bounded) Linear Search} 
Let W E P(o) be a finite set which is linearly ordered w.r.t. ::::r and M is the maximum in 
W w.r.t. ::::r and m is the minimum. Let f: (W-{m}) --t W be the predecessor function 
in Wand B a predicate on o. 
Let .1 be a fictitious element of 0 such that .1 is a unit for i r. Then S is a correct 
implementation for m' = ir/ B<l (W), where 
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s: m':=M 

o 

; do m' -# m II ~ B(m') 
-> m' := f(m') 
od 
{ B(m') V m' = m } 

; if B(m') -> skip 
U ~ B(m') -> m':=.l 
fi 

Lemma 4. {least solution} 
Let u E V* and Q <;;; V* such that suff(u) n Q -# 0 . Then 

i./ (suff(u) n Q) is the ::::. least solution of the equation (in X E V*) 

(0) X: suff(u) n Q = suff(X) n Q 

Proof. 
We introduce q for i.1 (suff(u) n Q) and Z for the ::;. least solution of (0). 
Both quantities exist, because suff(u) n Q -# 0 , suff(u) is finite and linearly 
ordered w.r.t. ::::, and u solves (0). It follows that Z E suff(u). The lemma 
will be proved via the following claims 
(a) q solves (0) 
(b) If Y solves (0), then q ::::, Y 

Proof of claim (a) 

suff(u) n Q 

{ u = rq } 

(suff(r).q u suff(q)) n Q 

{ suff(r).q n Q = {q} } 

suff(q) n Q 

Hence, q solves (0) 

Proof of claim (b) 
Let Y solve (0), then 

suff(u) n Q = suff(Y) n Q 

=> { q E suff(u) n Q } 

q E suff(Y) 

q ::::. Y 
o 
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Lemma 5 {code transformation } 
if B --> 81 0 ~B --> 82 fi; 83 

Property 3.1.4 
For all X, Y E P(V*) and Z E V* 

Proof. 

o 

X.z n Y = (X n Y/z).z 

X.z n Y 

{ (3.1.7) } 
YE<lo (-It-z)*(X) 

{ law 4 } 

(-It-z)* 0 (YE 0 (-It-z»<I(X) 

{ (3.1.3.c') } 

(-It- z)* 0 (Y/Z)E<I(X) 

{ (3.1.7) } 
(X n Y/z).z 

As may be clear from the previous, (3.1.4) is only a rephrasing of (a special instance of) 
the map-filter law. 

Property 3.1.5.b 
Let L E P(V*) be prefix closed. Then 

Proof 

c 

o 

V*.z n L <;;; L.z 

V*.z n L 

{ (3.1.4) with X := V* } 

LIZ. z 

{ (3.1.3.a, monotonicity } 

prefs(L).z 

{ (3.1.5.a) } 

L.z 
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